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Abstract
Introduction: Hyperthermia is a complementary therapy in oncology having
various pros and contras for its application. Ascites, pleural effusion, edema
and other electrolyte accumulations are frequently excluded from the treatability of the patients with heating locally or systemically. The special gathering
of electrolytes is sometimes contraindicated, at times not mentioned in the
clinical protocols. However, it is certainly challenging in the oncology where
micro and macro edemas, as well as larger electrolyte accumulations (e.g. ascites, pleural effusion), are very frequent. Methods: Excluding patients with
accumulation of free electrolytes limits the applications of hyperthermia. To
find a solution we are studying the microvasculature and fluid dynamism together with the electric field effects, including the injury currents. The hyperthermia method which we investigate is the modulated electro-hyperthermia
(mEHT). We use the Starling’s equation and the injury current in the frame of
non-equilibrium thermodynamics and in connection with the biologically closed
electric circuits. Results: It is shown that mEHT, unlike the conventional hyperthermia, is applicable for patients who have edema and other free-electrolytes
in the volume which is targeted. The heterogeneous heating (unlike the homogeneous, isothermal conventional hyperthermia) promotes the development of
tumor-specific immune actions, and so has less adverse-effects, and longer survival time for patients in advanced, metastatic cancers too. Conclusion: mEHT
is well applicable in cases of ascites, pleural effusion, edema and other electrolyte
accumulations when a patient is treated in complex (complementary) oncological therapy.
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1. Introduction
One of the repeated questions connected to oncological treatments is the challenge of free electrolytes (effusions like cerebral-edema, ascites, pleuritis, pericarditis). It is serious: “Malignant pleural effusion complicates the care of approximately 150,000 people in the United States each year” [1]. Hyperthermia is
a complementary therapy in oncology, and it frequently has doubts having many
pros and contras for its application. Free electrolytes are sometimes contraindicated, sometimes not mentioned in the clinical protocols. However, it is certainly challenging in oncology where micro and macro effusions, as well as larger
electrolyte accumulations (e.g. ascites, pleural effusion, cerebral edema), occur
frequently. Excluding patients with free electrolytes (like marked ascites [2]) limits
the application of hyperthermia also in the cases where it would be clinically indicated.
Effusions are a swelling in micro or macro sizes. In the event of injury or inflammation, the regular body response is frequently effusion. Effusion is a fluid
from the blood vessels that allows more fighting to enter the affected area and supplies the healing processes with extra energy, too. Many special conditions could cause
an effusion. Homeostatic mechanisms regulate the fluid levels in the body. The capillary vessel is a semipermeable filter. The system has hydrostatic pressures of the
capillary vessels and the interstitial fluid around it, as well as the osmotic pressures
on both sides of the separating cell-wall. The processes have to be taken into account
in forming the effusion:
1) The filtration, which is responsible for fluid efflux from the vessel and in
reverse;
2) The reabsorption;
3) The influx to the vessel;
4) The diffusion which is simply guided by the concentration gradients;
5) The pinocytosis (fluid endocytosis), which makes membrane “bubbles” and
could form isolated vesicles encompassing fluid inside.
Multiple reasons form free electrolytes:
1) Hydrostatic pressure increases,
2) Lymphatic drainage is obstructed,
3) Oncotic pressure decreases in the vessel,
4) Oncotic pressure increases in interstitial fluid,
5) Permeability of the vessel-wall increases,
6) Retention of water is in the tissues (e.g. dysfunction of kidney).
Hyperthermia is a local or systemic heating of the body. We know that systemic hyperthermia could cause swelling in the brain, and the brain edema is
life-threatening [3]. Hyperthermia could be applied for various physiotherapies,
but it is the most complex application for the treatment of cancer. Numerous kinds
of heating methods exist for oncologic hyperthermia from very local ablation techniques through the locally focused electromagnetic waves to the whole-body heating [4] [5]. Some local and whole-body oncologic hyperthermia treatments cause
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brain edema [6] [7], starting at 42˚C [8].
There are special hyperthermia combinations exist for peritoneal effusions [9].
These are surgery in combination with hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy (HIPEC) which could be done by laparoscopy or open surgery, as well [10].
In this article we do not study the surgery-combined methods, only the non-invasive
technics are considered. One special technique of oncologic hyperthermia is the
modulated electro-hyperthermia (mEHT; trade name oncothermia) [11]. Its effects on effusions like malignant ascites are not cleared yet. Our present objective
is to clarify the effect of mEHT on a broad range of free electrolytes, (including
such sensitivities than brain edema), and a lot of body fluids (like ascites, pleural
effusion, etc., but of course excluding the normal physiologically free electrolytes,
e.g. urine).

2. Materials and Methods
The method of mEHT has definite inhomogeneous heating using the membrane
specialties of the malignant cells [12]. It affects microvasculature nearby by elevated temperature, but only in the mild (fever) range [13]. The method has a
strong synergy of the electric field and temperature [14], and shows clinical advantages [15]. These results are based on some theoretical considerations, which
are presented in this article together with other supportive clinical trials with
mEHT.
The production of interstitial fluid can be well approached by forces in Starling’s equation. The Starling’s equation describes the fluid balance across the wall
of a capillary-vessel, considering the hydrostatic pressure gradient and the oncotic (osmotic) pressure gradient across the capillary. There are four forces counted,
two-two for the capillary and its interstitial fluid:
1) Hydrostatic pressure in the capillary (pc);
2) Hydrostatic pressure in the interstitial fluid (pi);
3) The oncotic pressure in the capillary (πc);
4) The oncotic pressure in the interstitial fluid (πi).
The Starling’s equation using these forces is [16]

=
J v C f ( pc − pi ) − σ (π c − π i ) 

(1)

where Cf is the filtration coefficient, and σ is the reflection coefficient. Cf indicates the capillary permeability depending on the capillary surface and its hydraulic conductance. The σ reflection coefficient is a correction factor, which is
necessary for the usually very selective permeability of the vessel-wall. It is used
to correct the value of the gradient by large molecules. It is near to 1 when no
protein could cross the wall, and near to zero when everything goes through,
there is no real filtration of the wall. Conventionally, the sign of the forces chosen positive when it directs outward, and negative for the inward force. When
(1) is positive the electrolyte flows out from the capillary, while when it is negative, the fluid enters absorbed by the capillary. In the normal homeostasis, the
filtration directs out from the capillary in all along the vessel, not changes at the
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arteriole-venule transition zone [17]. However, the whole phenomena with the
lymph interaction are more complex [18], definite, unchanged direction in every
situation could not be given, the system is homeostatic feedback regulated [19].
Furthermore, the Starling’s equation is not accurate enough for complete physiological processes at the micro-fluid exchange in capillary level. Probably glycocalyx has an additional effect which modifies the Starling’s forces [20] [21].
In the case of effusion connected to injury or cancer, an additional transport
forms. Due to the local polarization of epithelial cells, in the event of any disorder, it induces charge transfer named injury-current (IC) [22]; which has a major
role in the healing of the tissue [23].
This charge-transfer is an electric current responsible for numerous physiological changes in the microenvironment of the injury [24]. Typical values of IC
are around 100 µA/cm2 having approx. 100 mV/cm electric field (EF) and extended
to the mm-range distance from the wound [25]. The induced EF is pointing to the
wound area, and IC has a closed loop through the wound and the surface of the
epithelium. It is measured with high-tech methods at the wound healing process
[26] [27]. EF controls the healing process and persists till the wound exists. It controls the cell-division [28], directs the cell migration [29], with exponentially decreasing the EF to zero within 3 mm [30] to heal the wound. The wound healing
by external EF stimulation is also known [31].
The charge transports in aqueous electrolytes create a mass-transport of water
molecules. The electric current induces electrolyte flow and vice versa. The phenomenology of this process can be described by the theory of Onsager’s non-equilibrium
thermodynamics [32]. Two forces have a role in this process, the change of electric potential (Δφ) and the hydrodynamical pressure (Δp). These induce initiate
electric (Je) and mass (Jm) currents, which are interacting. Je is the IC due to the
polarization effects [23], and Jm could be the flow of electrolyte due to the various pressure differences [33]. The theory assumes linear interaction between these
quantities, including the cross effect which is also linear. The following set of
equations is:

J v = L11∆p + L12 ∆ϕ ,
J e = L21∆p + L22 ∆ϕ

(2)

The Lik Onsager’s phenomenological constants are symmetric, and due to the
entropy-law, the constants of the true effects are positive. The mixed indexed coefficients could be negative also, but according to the experimental data, they are
always considerably lower than the main effects, so negligible in most of the cases. Therefore:
2
L12 = L21 , L11 > 0, L22 > 0, L11 L22 ≥ L12

(3)

It is realistic to assume that the extracellular space has constant pressure, every
change is quickly equalized, so according to (2):

Jv =
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Hence, the Jm and Je could not necessarily flow in the same direction. Realistic
quantitative assumptions are Je = 10 nA and L12/L22 = 10−4. In this case:

=
Jv

L12
3
=
=
J 10−11 m
s 36 mm3 h
L22

(5)

This is considerable value to deliver water during the IC flow making an influence on cells and transports.
When we apply heating and increase the temperature in the targeted tissue,
the heat-flow and the temperature-gradient should be considered. Then instead
of (2) we have additional terms and equation to the Onsager’s constitutive equations, a new current (heat-current Jq) must be added and driven by the ΔT temperature gradient and T changes in the hyperthermia-range (37˚C - 45˚C) only:

J v = L11∆p + L12 ∆ϕ + L13 ∆T ,
J = L21∆p + L22 ∆ϕ + L23 ∆T ,

(6)

J q = L31∆p + L32 ∆ϕ + L33 ∆T
The Lik phenomenological coefficients are constant, and the symmetry, as well
as the positivity (entropy) conditions, are:

=
L12 L=
L=
L32 ,
21 , L13
31 , L23
L11 > 0, L22 > 0, L33 > 0,

(7)

L11
L11 L22 ≥ L , L21

L12
L22

L13
L23 > 0

L31

L32

L33

2
12

The third factor of the micro-environment of the wound is the concept of “biologically closed electric circuits” (BCEC) [34] [35], which states interacting current
loops in the tissues, which could act both micro- and macro-scales [36]. The argument
of BCEC is centered on the electrolyte transports, which is charge-transport at the
same time. However, in the media, where multiple semipermeable barriers (membranes) and the bidirectional flows of the electrophoretic-dielectrophoretic system of electrolytes modify the simple mechanical electrolyte circulation and net
electric-current can be measured. The malignant tissue has a certain potential gradient to its healthy neighborhood [34] [37], which acts to promote and direct the
cancer-cell migration [38], very similar to the IC concept in wound cases. A cancer
treatment was developed [39] [40] using BCEC principles. These types of methods
apply outside the electric field to generate currents and have been found effective
against cancer [41] [42] [43].
The Vascular-Interstitial Closed Circuit (VICC) is one kind of BCEC process
[44]. The circulations of various electrolytes like lymph, blood, and extracellular-matrix induce electric currents form various closed circuits, electric current-loops.
VICC is activated and permanently powered by metabolic energy and the IC.
The chronic VICC may induce pathological processes, and vice versa, the neoplastic formation can be healed by artificially constrained electrophoretic forces.
The BCEC idea was so popular that even a society was formed to study it [45].
The complex biologic electric microcircuits promoted by BCEC probably could
DOI: 10.4236/abb.2017.811032
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be extended and completed with hydrodynamic microcirculation for special transport of drugs.
It is a long-time hypothesis that cancer is a wound which does not heal, [46].
After a long “dormant” status of this hypothesis, nowadays it is revised [47], showing evidence about the similarities of the wound and cancer [48] [49] [50]; and a
deeper research was started regarding stem cells [51] and with chronic fibrosis
added to the cancer-wound parallelism [52] [53]. It is shown that wound promotes
the epidermal tumorigenesis [54], which shows the possible connection between
the wound and cancer again. Theoretically based [55], and measured [56] the
link of the injury currents with neoplastic processes; and recent research shows
“how tumors hijack body’s wound healing process” [57].

3. Results
One of the therapies with curative intent of cancer is oncologic hyperthermia. A
tumor (like the wound) could have naturally higher temperature than its environment; the higher metabolic rate could increase the local temperature [58]. IC
does not make temperature increase in the wound because its low power (approx. 0.01 mW/g) does not increase the local heat-production [59].
When therapeutic hyperthermia is applied, energy is absorbed by the target
from the outside sources. Both the electric field and the temperature affect the transport of the water and influence the development of effusion. When the temperature of the target increases, the resting potential of the cells will be more negative with the temperature coefficient −(0.2 ÷ 0.3) mV/K. In the case of the 44˚C
target-temperature, 1.5 - 2 mV shift to negative direction is expected. The changes
of the wound-potential are created by induced electric field (EF) and responsible
for injury current (IC) as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 . The potential of the wound (φ) changes
during the healing process, the homeostatic control
regulates its development. The figure is only orienting the reader about the function of wound potential vs. elapsed time, the axes are shown with arbitrary units.
DOI: 10.4236/abb.2017.811032
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The wound-healing starts with depolarization triggering the electro-kinetic
electrolyte transport. The wound starts healing, the newly born cells (and the process
produce them) utilize the electrolyte, and the remaining amount is cleared away
by hyperpolarization. With this the wound-healing is finished. We expect similar
effects in case of tumors.
The exchange of electrolytes by the capillary vessels is necessary to study for
the action of hyperthermia. The capillary is 400 - 700 μm length, 8 - 10 μm diameter “tubes” having 0.5 μm thick walls, forming by loose-fitting endothelial
cells, Figure 2.
Two types of electrolyte exchanges are active between the capillaries and their
environmental interstitial electrolyte. Both are osmotic interactions in opposite
directions. The interstitial osmotic pressure is usually −0.786 kPa, while the capillary pressure changes along the length of the tube: 3.3 kPa at its beginning and
1.3 kPa at its end. The osmotic pressure inside the capillary is 3.67 kPa, while in
the interstitial space it is 0.65 kPa [60]. (Other datasets [61] differ a little, but the
basic conclusion could be developed.) The solved proteins mainly cause the osmotic pressure in the capillary in the electrolyte. Supposing ideal conditions, the
flow of electrolyte is governed by the pressure differences deducting the osmotic
pressure. The operating pressure at the beginning of the capillary is

( 3.3 − 3.67 ) − ( −0.786 − 0.65=) 1.04 kPa , while at the end of the capillary
∆pe =(1.3 − 3.67 ) − ( −0.786 − 0.65 ) =−0.93 kPa . Consequently, the beginning of

∆p=
e

capillary has outflow, while its end has in-flow. The volume of the in/out flows is
determined by the permeability of the capillary-wall. In normal cases the outflow
is larger; the difference is balanced by the lymph system.
Growing temperature increases the osmotic pressure both in- and outside by

∆π =

π
T

∆T

(8)

Two centigrade temperature increase makes the growth of osmotic pressure in
the capillary:
∆π =

π
T

∆T =

3.67
× 7 = 0.083 kPa
310

(9)

moreover, in the interstitial space:

Figure 2 . The capillary wall with loose-fitting endothelial
cells is semi-permeable. The wall-thickness (0.5 μm) and
the lumen diameter (8 - 10 μm) are shown, but the drawing is not in proportional scale.
DOI: 10.4236/abb.2017.811032
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∆π i =

πi
T

∆T =

0.65
× 7 = 0.014 kPa
310

(10)

4. Discussion
The temperature increase reduces the outflow while enhances the volume of in-flow,
by altering the osmotic pressure. Consequently, when nothing else happens, only
local temperature changes in the target, the effusion should be decreased by growth
temperature.
However, the opposite occurs when the protein and other ionic concentration
grows in the interstitial fluid, so the immediate cellular distortion (lysis, necrosis) increases the drift which could support effusion. The necrotic cell-killing is a
consequence of the conventional hyperthermia paradigm having a dose concept
based on necrosis. The present conventional hyperthermia in oncology has doses
and connected protocols based on necrotic damages [62]. The dosing problem is
one of the main barriers to the wide clinical acceptance of hyperthermia in oncology [63]. The present dosing in hyperthermia is explained by the following
principles:
1) Isothermal heating of the target trying to distribute the temperature as homogeneously as possible [64];
2) The inhomogeneity of the temperature in space is taken into account at the
dosing explicitly in percentages [65];
3) Cumulative equivalent minutes (CEM) is the conventionally accepted dosing unit which is based on the Arrhenius principle [66] [67] [68];
4) Arrhenius plot is applied for the necrotic changes [69] [70]; and could change
by the drugs administered in complementary chemotherapy [71];
5) The CEM-dose was introduced by in-vitro measurement of necrosis [72]
[73];
6) CEM is applied in correlation of tumour-size (local control) [74] [75].
The CEM concept has various and serious disadvantages in the point of view
of necrotic cell-death:
1) Results of CEM-dosing protocols correlate only slightly with clinical practice [76] [77] [78].
2) The CEM concept fails at higher temperatures of necrosis [79].
3) Like we showed above necrosis could change the microenvironment and
the osmotic flow supports forming/promoting effusion.
The necrotic-distortion is not a single effect supporting the development of
effusion in conventional oncologic hyperthermia. The increased vessel-wall permeability with the high temperature also supports the effusion. It became a considerable problem when the permeability increase reaches such merit that the large
molecules (proteins) could pass through them, too. In this case, the internal osmotic pressure decreases gaining the out- and suppressing the in-flow in the capillary.
Consequently, high-temperature local hyperthermia supports the forming of
effusion with the increase of permeability of vessels; which together with the
DOI: 10.4236/abb.2017.811032
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above-discussed necrosis effect could cause that a tumor with effusion or larger
electrolyte accumulation (e.g. ascites, pleural effusion) become contraindicated
with conventional hyperthermia therapies.
The other problematic issue for conventional hyperthermia is that the wound
has IC for apparent wound healing and it became permanent in case of tumors.
IC directs the oriented cellular division and guides the cell-migration. We prove
that the IC is connected to the volume-current of the electrolyte which always
flows to the direction of the wound. The role of this extra flow is ensuring a part
of the supply of nutrients for cellular demands at the processes of regeneration
of the whole tissue. In the case of inflammation or even in a solid tumor similar
process induces effusion. When hyperthermia increases the necrotic distortion
making real wound at a tumor, the IC increases trigger more cell-proliferation
than a tumor had before.
The additional effect to previous effects is triggered by the heat-flow of thermo-diffusion. When the temperature gradient is directed from the target to the
neighboring tissues, it will induce thermodynamical force to eliminate the electrolyte from the target, re-establish the resting potential of the cells and limit the
electrolyte flow caused by IC. Consequently, the well-focused hyperthermia could
be advantageous to clear the effusion from the target. The problem is however
that the isothermal concept heats the complete tumour-mass intending the same
high temperature, triggering physiological feedback of thermal homeostasis. Intensive blood-flow starts supplying the tumour-cells with necessary nutrients for
proliferation and the risk of invasion of malignant cell increases, their dissemination in the blood-flow and at the end forming and/or supporting metastases.
Furthermore, conventional hyperthermia produces swelling of the cells, the growing cellular volume, and the forming micro-effusions are measurable in situ [80].
Hyperthermia is devoted to destroying the tumour-cells, but not necessarily
with necrosis. The electric excitation could also have a role which is shown in the
generalization of the CEM concept [81].
A gentle and at the same time more efficient way exists using the natural
processes which are supported by hyperthermia. The challenge could be solved
by dropping out the necrotic dose-reference (43˚C) and the isothermal (homogeneous) heating of the complete tumour-mass. If we used the natural inhomogeneity of the tissues, we would be able to select the malignant cells, even their
parts which we could excite by an external field. This is the nano-heating technology, which is realized by the mEHT applications [11] [13]. The naturally present
membrane rafts of malignant cells are selectively heated up [82], producing at least
3˚C higher temperature on these nanoclusters of transmembrane proteins than
their environment [83]. With this selective nano-heating, the micro-environmental
effusion forming necrosis increase of vessel-wall permeability, as well as the rise
of the wound triggered IC could be avoided. Consequently, the potential gradient decreases, so the IC will be smaller, too. The reduction of the IC accompanied by the lower flow-rate of the electrolyte is due to the Onsager’s cross-effects,
so the growth rate of effusion will also be reduced.
DOI: 10.4236/abb.2017.811032
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This leads to a very useful application: the effusion-forming is not contraindicated for mEHT, it even could be applied to such effusion-sensitive organs like
brain [84] [85]. This well applied therapeutic hyperthermia re-establishes the
negative resting potential of the wound, and the thermal diffusion by the temperature gradient decreases the electrolyte transport supporting by the injury
current. In the case of the large size of free electrolytes, however, the efficacy for
selective tumour-heating could decrease due to the energy-absorption of the electrolyte, too.
The treatment of primary brain tumors (e.g. anaplastic astrocytoma and glioblastoma multiform) could be considered as early clinical proof of the method because hyperthermia likely causes cerebral edema which was not the case in the
application of mEHT to advanced primary brain tumors. It is shown that mEHT
is safe even for high-line (palliative care) treatments with high dose application
[84]. This advantage is well mirrored in clinical trials of variously advanced brain
tumors [85] [86] [87] [88]. The newest results show the effective curative treatment of mEHT in a prospective, randomized double-arm clinical trial, (n = 260)
for peritoneal carcinomatosis. In this study, the mEHT together with traditional
Chinese medicine (TCM) versus intraperitoneal chemo infusion (IPCI) were studied in the treatment of malignant ascites [89]. The combination of mEHT with
TCM provided better control of peritoneal carcinomatosis than standard IPCI with
less toxicity. In this trial, mEHT was applied 60 min per session every other day
for 4 weeks, totally 14 sessions. TCM decoction was applied orally, 400 mL daily (its
composition is described in the study [89] in details). The occlusive IPCI with
cisplatin (30 - 60 mg) and fluorouracil (500 - 600 mg/m2) was applied two times,
biweekly. No case was lost or excluded during the trial so all patients were treated
and analyzed. Results of the treatments were evaluated one month after the treatment in both groups. Objective response rate in mEHT combined arm of the study
was 77.69% (101/130) vs. 63.85% (73/130) in the IPCI group (p < 0.05). The quality of life in the combined group was 49.23% vs. 32.3% in IPCI group (p < 0.05).
All adverse effects were grade I, and by the distribution in combined group was
2.3% (3/130) vs. 12.3% (16/130) in IPCI group (p < 0.05).
The limitations of the present clinical application of mEHT are the cases with
large free electrolyte volumes in the body without proper drain. Furthermore,
the urinary bladder, stomach and other cavities which contain large volume of
free electrolyte have to be emptied before the treatment in the area.

5. Conclusion
Forming of effusion is a complex process, regulated by multiple effects under
homeostatic control. The necrosis-based isothermal hyperthermia approach could
stimulate and growth further the effusion and other free electrolytes (e.g. ascites,
pleural effusion), contrary to the selective heterogenic (non-isothermal) mEHT,
which makes mild complete heating while heats extremely the chosen aggregates
of transmembrane proteins. It is safe to treat any free-electrolyte lesions, too. FurDOI: 10.4236/abb.2017.811032
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ther investigation in direction to such sensitive organs like brain, when intracranial pressure could be life threatening by heating, is in progress.
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